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Ergonomics, durability and aesthetics combined together to create one 

of the most efficient and easy to use delivery systems available.

IMPROVE YOUR PROCEDURAL SET UP 

WITH THE EVOGUE FLEX



Maximum Hose Extension Length

EVOGUE Flex

Maximum Hose Extension Length

25.6 inch

Competitor

Belmont Equipment

DURABLE
Quality materials and rugged contruction help

to ensure that each unit functions reliably and

looks great for many years to come.

VERSATILE

Evogue Flex has a pivoting doctor control 

which can be positioned for side delivery, as 

shown, or directly over the patient’s chest, for 

traditional continental-style delivery.

ERGONOMIC
Handpiece actuation arms utilize a unique

counter balance adjustment mechanism

which reduce strain and enhances operator 

comfort during patient treatment.

LONGER REACH. BETTER RESULTS.

Evogue Flex delivery systems route handpiece hoses

externally from actuator arms, and through rotating tip 

pulley systems. This efficient design provides longer reach 

of each handpiece, so the need for operator repositioning 

and/or delivery head repositioning are minimized during 

patient treatment.
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CENTRALIZE YOUR PROCEDURES

The Evogue Flex delivery head combines unique handpiece 

arm actuation systems and a pivoting doctor table, both of 

which result in greater accessibility and comfort for 

operators during patient treatment.

IMPROVED ACCESS, LESS STRAIN

Handpieces are activated by pulling hoses directly forward or from a side angle. 

This enables operators to minimize upper body motion and maintain their focus 

where it belongs – on the patient.



Clesta LED Dental Light Bel-Halo Dental Light

Quolis® Q5000 Dental Chair

PHOT-xIIs LCD X-Ray

Bel50N Dental Chair

Flex Rear Cabinet

Flex Side Cabinet
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80B Dental Stool 81B Dental Stool

The Evogue Delivery System complements Belmont's robust product line of dental chairs, 

delivery systems, lights, x-ray and cabinets. Outfit your operatory with Belmont's signature 

quality products today.

THE COLLECTION THAT YOU NEED


